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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses the dynamic behaviour of combined conical-cylindrical shells containing 

the internal fluid and subjected to the supersonic flow. The hybrid finite element model 

developed in this paper is based on a combination of the finite element method and classical 

shell theory. The displacement functions are derived from exact solution of Sanders’ shell 

equations. The linearized first-order piston theory is used in modelling the aerodynamic 

interaction effect. Dynamic pressure of internal liquid is calculated using the velocity 

potential, Bernoulli’s equation, and applying the impermeability condition to ensure the 

permanent contact at the fluid-solid interface. Initial stress stiffening due to axial compression 

and/or radial pressure is also taken into consideration and is presented by an additional 

stiffness matrix. Results of this work are compared with those of other theories and 

experiments, good agreement is found.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The axisymmetric shells are widely used in many engineering applications e.g. aerospace 

industry. Their dynamic behaviour is considerably affected when they are in interaction with 

internal or surrounding fluids. Dynamic analysis of both cylindrical and conical shells has 

been investigated, experimentally and analytically, by numerous researchers [1-8]. The 

aerodynamic behaviour of a combined conical-cylindrical shell interacting with external 

supersonic air flow is a topic that has not been studied extensively in spite of its practical 

importance. This kind of combined-shell is found in fuselage of aircraft and spacecraft, 

missiles, storage tanks, and submarine hulls, to name a few. The objective of this work is to 

present a numerical model to analyze the aerodynamic behaviour of a combined conical-

cylindrical shell containing internal fluid and subjected to external supersonic air flow. The 

solid model is a combination of finite element method and classical shell theory. Two distinct 

semi-analytical finite elements are used to model a combined axisymmetric shell for better 

geometrical consistency. The displacement functions of each finite element are derived from 

exact solutions of Sanders’ shell equations. The linearized first-order piston theory formula is 

applied to model the aerodynamic interaction effect. For the liquid contained in the combined 

shell, the fluid pressure is derived from the velocity potential, Bernoulli equation and from the 

impermeability condition applied to ensure permanent coupling at the fluid-solid interface. 

Initial stress stiffening due to axial compression and/or radial pressure is accounted for, by 

generating an additional stiffness matrix. The elementary matrices of the solid and fluid 
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corresponding to each finite element are calculated using exact analytical integration. Because 

the presented model is derived from exact solution of the equilibrium equations of shells, the 

results calculated using this approach are remarkably accurate.  

 

THEORY 

The thin-walled shell depicted in Fig. 1 is modeled using two different finite elements. The 

structural formulation of both cylindrical and conical shells is based on a combination of 

Sanders’ shell theory [9] and hybrid finite element model. 

 

Fig. 1 - Combined conical-cylindrical shell 

 

Structural modeling of solid cylindrical shell 

The finite element model used for the cylindrical part is a cylindrical segment defined by two 

line-nodes (four degree of freedom) as shown in Fig. 2. The differential equations of 

cylindrical shells in term of axial, circumferential, and radial displacement and also material 

properties are given as: ����, �, �, �	
� � 0; 			� � 1,2,3				���	� � � � 1⋯6                       (1) 

 

Fig. 2 - Geometry and nodal displacements of the cylindrical finite element  

The differential operators Lk (k=1, 2, 3) and matrix of material properties [pij] are given in 

[10]. The displacement functions are developed into Fourier series for the n
th

 circumferential 

wave number: 

 

����, �����, �����, �� � !cos	���� 0 00 cos	���� 00 0 sin	����' �
������������ � ()*+ �������������              (2) 
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The magnitudes of displacements are function of the ‘x’ only and are defined as follow [11]: 

 ,���� ���� ����-. � ,/ 0 1-.234 567
                                    (3) 

 

A, B, C, and  λ are complex numbers, and Re is the mean radius of the cylindrical finite 

element. Substitution of equations (2 and 3) into equation (1) and set the determinant of 

matrix of coefficients results in the following eighth order characteristic equation as: 

 �89 + ;8< + =8> + �8? + 2 � 0                                                  (4) 

 

The coefficients of ‘a, b, c, d, and e’ are functions of material properties, geometry, and 

circumferential mode number. Each root of λi yields a solution of the equilibrium equation. 

The complete solution is the sum of the eight solutions as: 

 

����, �����, �����, �� � ()*+ ∑ (AB×B+9
DE 23F4 56⁄ �/
0
1
 � ()*+(H+,1-; 		�ℎ2J2	/
 � K1
 	���	0
 � L1
(5) 

 

Matrix [R] and vector {C} are given in [10]. Nodal displacement vector is given as: 

,M-N � O�	 �	 PQRP4 �	 �
 �
 PQFP4 �
S. � (/+,1-;				,1- � (/+TE,M-N        (6) 

 

Then equation (5) can be rewritten as: 

����, �����, �����, �� � ()*+(H+(/+TE,M-N � (U+,M-N                       (7) 

 

Matrix [N] of order (3 × 8) is the matrix of the displacement shape function of a cylindrical 

element shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Structural modeling of solid conical shell 

The finite element model used for the conical part of combined shell is a truncated cone with 

variable thickness defined by two nodal lines with four degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 3. 

The differential equations of cylindrical shells in term of axial, circumferential, and radial 

displacement and also material properties are given as: 

 V���, �, �, ;	
� � 0; 			� � 1,2,3				���	� � � � 1⋯6                       (8) 
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The complete form of these equations is given in [12]. 

 

Fig. 3 - Conical finite element (a) geometry and thickness variation, (b) nodal displacements 

Similar to cylindrical shells, the displacement functions of the conical finite element are 

expressed as a combination of Fourier series and finite element theory. The magnitudes of 

displacements are function of the ‘x’ only and are defined as [6]: 

,���� ���� ����-. � W4X6YZ[\] ,/ 0 1-.                                (9) 

A, B, C, and  λ are complex numbers, and Re is the mean radius of the cylindrical finite 

element. Substitution of equations (2 and 3) into equation (1) and set the determinant of 

matrix of coefficients results in the following eighth order characteristic equation as: /, 0, 1, ���	8 are unknown complex numbers and le is the length of the finite element in axial 

direction. Substitution of ����, ����, ���	���� into the equilibrium equations and set the 

determinant of matrix of coefficients results in an eighth order characteristic equations as: 

 ℎ989 + ℎ<8< + ℎ>8> + ℎ?8? + ℎ^ � 0                                        (10) 

 

The coefficients of hj are given in [6].  

 

Each root of this equation yields a solution to the equations of motion. The complete solution 

is obtained by adding the eight solutions independently with the constants	/
 , 0
, ���	1
 	�� � 1	_`	8�.  
 

The complete solution is the sum of the eight solutions; therefore the displacement functions 

are expressed as: 

�u�x, θ�w�x, θ�v�x, θ� � (Th+iRklCn � (Th+iRkiAk-Elδnr � iNklδnr			               (11) 

 

Matrices iHk	���	i/kare given in [6]. The vector l1n contains eight constants of the problem 

which is expressed as function of nodal displacements given as: lMnN � O�	 �	 PQRP4 �	 �
 �
 PQFP4 �
S. � i/kl1n;				l1n � i/kTElMnN       (12) 
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The mass and stiffness matrices of cylindrical and conical finite elements are given by the 

following equations: 

1tu���J�=�u	vℎ2uu:	 �(xy+N � zy_(/+T. W{HN | (H+.(H+X6} ��Y (/+TE(�y+N � (/+T. W{HN | (~+.(�+(~+X6} ��Y (/+TE                                    (13) 

1`��=�u	vℎ2uu:	 � (xy+N � zy W| (/+T.iHk.()*+.()*+iHkX6} (/+TE�/Y
i�ykN � �| (/+T.i~k. �()*+ (0+(0+ ()*+�. (�+ �()*+ (0+(0+ ()*+� i~kX6} i/kTE�/�    (14) 

 �/ � �v���K����� 

 

Initial stiffening effect 

Stiffening effect due to in-plane loads is taken into account by adding a stiffness matrix to the 

elementary stiffness matrix of the solid shell.  

The change in membrane strain energy of a cylindrical shell is defined as: �	 � E?| | �U4���? + U��44? + �U4 + U���*?��/X6}?�}                      (15) 

 

Substitution of U4	���	U� (membrane forces per unit length) and ��� , �44, ���	�* 

(membrane strains) are given in [9] and then applying the variational approach, one could 

derive the stiffening matrix of cylindrical shell as: 

 

(�	+N � | | �(U+.(�+. �U4 0 00 U� 00 0 U4 + U�� (�+(U+� �/X6}?�}                    (16) 

Matrix (U+is the displacement shape function of cylindrical shell and [Y] is defined in the 

following equation: 

���
�� 0 − PP4 00 − E5 PP� E5− E?5 PP� 0 E? PP4���

�� ����� � (�+(U+,M-N                               (17) 

 

The stiffness effect of a conical finite element is modeled using the same formulation applied 

for the cylindrical shell. The stiffness matrix is obtained as: 

 

i�	kN � | | �iUk.i�k. �U4 0 00 U� 00 0 U4 + U�
� i�kiUk��/X6}?�}                    (18) 
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Matrix iUkis the displacement shape function of cylindrical shell and [�] is defined in the 

following equation: 

���
�� 0 − PP4 00 − E4 Ey	*� PP� E4��*�− E?4y	*� PP� 0 E?4 + E? PP4���

�� ����� � i�kiUk,M-N                               (19) 

 

Hydrodynamic effect of internal fluid 

The mathematical formulation of the internal fluid is based on the following assumptions: (a) 

the internal fluid is incompressible; (b) the fluid flow is potential, (c) small deformation, (d) 

fluid is inviscid, and (e) the free surface is neglected.  

 

Hydrodynamic effect on cylindrical shell 

Taking into account the aforementioned assumptions, the velocity potential ���, �, J, _� of the 

internal fluid must satisfy the Laplace equation. This relation is expressed in the cylindrical 

coordinate system by: E  PP  WJ P¡P Y + E ] P]¡P�] + P]¡P4] � 0                                               (20) 

 )ℎ2	�, �, ���	J are the coordinates in the axial, circumferential, and radial directions of 

cylinders, respectively. Using the fluid velocity components (axial, tangential, and radial), 

Bernoulli’s equation, impermeability condition (to ensure a permanents contact between the 

shell surface and the peripheral fluid layer), and structural’s radial displacement, we could 

obtain the fluid pressure equation as: 

 �| D5 � −z£ ∑ ¤¥�	¦F �§ ¨̈©�¤¥�	¦F ��ª P
]QFP�] �
D9
DE −z£ ∑ «
 P]QFP�]
D9
DE                          (21) 

 

Jn(imjr) is the Bessel function of first order. Taking integral of fluid dynamic pressure over 

structural shape function, we could derive the fluid-flow forcing function as: 

�,¬-N � |,U-.,�-�/ � −z£ | Wi«£k.(/+T.(H+.()*+.()*+iH£ki/£kTEY�/lMnN,¬-N � (/+T.iV£ki/£kTElMnN � ix£klMnN 									(22) 

 

Hydrodynamic effect on conical shell 

Taking into account the aforementioned assumptions, the velocity potential ���, �, J, _� of the 

internal fluid must satisfy the Laplace equation. This relation is expressed in the cylindrical 

coordinate system by: 

 ?4 P¡P4 + P]¡P4] E4]�y	*®�] P]¡P�] + E4]��*® P¡P® + E4] P]¡P®] � 0                                   (23) 
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)ℎ2	L is the coordinate along the cone semi-vertex angle (K	�0	 ¯ 	L	 ¯ 	K�, see Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4 - Fluid coordinates system of the conical section of the shell 

 

Using the fluid velocity components (axial, tangential, and radial), Bernoulli’s equation, 

impermeability condition (to ensure a permanents contact between the shell surface and the 

peripheral fluid layer), and structural’s radial displacement, we could obtain the fluid pressure 

equation as: �|®D� � −z£�� ∑ P]QFP�]
D9
DE                                              (24) 

 

The factor ‘k’ is given in [13]. Taking integral of fluid dynamic pressure over structural shape 

function, we could derive the fluid-flow forcing function as: 

�,¬-N � |,U-.,�-�/ � −z£ | Wi/kT.iHk.()*+.()*+iH£ki/£kTEY�/lMnN,¬-N � i/£kT.iV£ki/£kTElMnN � ix£klMnN 									(25) 

 

Aerodynamic effect of supersonic flow 

The fluid-structure effect due to external supersonic axial flow on a cylindrical shell is taken 

into account using linearized first order potential theory [14]. 

 �� � T°±²³]�³]TE�\/] §PQP4 + Eµ² W³]T?³]TEY PQP� − Q?5�³]TE�\/]ª ; �ℎ2J2	¶ � µ²·°±²/¸² � µ²�²      (26) 

 

The fluid pressure is a function of radial displacement of structure as a sum of eight solutions 

associated with eight roots of characteristic equations. Substitution of structural radial 

displacement for cylindrical shell into equation (26) results in the following relation for 

dynamic pressure: 

 �� � Γ § Eµ² W³]T?³]TEY ()*+iH£ki/£kTElMºnN + W� 3F56 − E?5�³]TE�\/]Y ()*+iH£ki/£kTE,M-Nª 	�ℎ2J2	Γ � T°±²³]�³]TE�\/]						(27) 

 

Integrating the dynamic pressure (27) over structural shape functions results in: ,¬-N � i=£kN,Mº -2 + i�£kN,M-2�ℎ2J2
	 i=£k � (/+T. W�5»µ² W³]T?³]TEY| (H+.iH£k��X6} Y i/£kTE		���	(�+ � (/+T. W{HΓ W� 8�H2 − 12H�¶2−1�1/2Y| (H+.iH£k��X6} Y i/£kTE		

																											(28) 
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Similarly, we could derive the damping and stiffness matrices, associated with aerodynamic 

loading, for a conical shell as: 

 �� � Γ � Eµ² W³]T?³]TEY ()*+iH£ki/£kTE OMºSN + W� 3F56 − E?5�³]TE�\/]Y ()*+iH£ki/£kTElMnN� 	�ℎ2J2	Γ � T°±²³]�³]TE�\/]			(29) 

 l¬nN � i=£kN OMºSN + i�£kNlMnN�ℎ2J2
	
i=£k � i/kT. W »µ² W³]T?³]TEY| | Wi/kT.iHk.()*+.()*+iH£ki/£kTEY?�} �/4F4R Y i/£kTE		���	i�£k � i/kT. ¼| | ¼i/kT.iHk.()*+.()*+ Pi5½kP4 i/£kTE¾?�} �/4F4R ¾ i/£kTE	 −i/kT. W| | W E?5¿�³]TE�\/] i/kT.iHk.()*+.()*+iH£ki/£kTEY?�} �/4F4R Y i/£kTE	

																	(30) 

 

Eigenvalue problem 

The dynamic behaviour of coupled fluid-structure system is given by the following equation 

that is derived by introducing the matrices of each individual element into the global system 

and then introducing the boundary conditions. 

 §(¶y+ − i¶£kª lMn + i=£klMºn + §(Ày+ − iÀ£k − (ÀÁ+ª ,M- � ,0-																						 (31) 

 

 

Similarly, we could derive the damping and stiffness matrices, associated with aerodynamic 

loading, for a conical shell as: 

 

RESULTS 

The convergence test is the first example that is conducted for a combined conical-cylindrical 

shell using four semi-vertex angles of conical section (Fig. 5) to study how geometry of 

combined shell could affect the requisite mesh size. 

 

Fig. 5 - Geometric shape and dimensions of the combined conical-cylindrical shell 

Data used for this example are (L1=0.75m, L2=0.75m, R1=0.12m, t=5mm, α=5
o
, 20

o
, 35

o
, and 

45
o
, E=69GPa, ν=0.3, and ρs=2700kg/m

3
). The results are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 - Natural frequencies (n=2 and m=1) of a clamped-free combined conical-cylindrical shell 

as a function of number of elements and semi-vertex angle 

The second example is carried out for an in-vacuo conical-cylindrical shell with clamped 

boundary conditions. (α=30
o
, L2/R2=1, t/R2=0.01, R1/R2=0.4226, E=211GPa, ν=0.3, 

ρs=7800kg/m
3
). The results of the present method are compared with those of (Caresta et al.) 

calculated for the same structure. The results are listed in Table 1 for dimensionless natural 

frequency Ω � Ã Ã^⁄ ;		Ã^ � ·Ä zy�1 − Å?�⁄ H?7 . 

 

Table 1 - Frequency parameters for a clamped conical-cylindrical shell 

Mode Number (m, n) n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 

m=1 0.294 (0.293) 0.104 (0.100) 0.090 (0.087) 0.145 (0.144) 

m=2 0.631 (0.637) 0.104 (0.503) 0.090 (0.391) 0.329 (0.330) 

m=3 0.812 (0.811) 0.104 (0.691) 0.090 (0.514) 0.396 (0.395) 

m=4 0.932 (0.931) 0.104 (0.859) 0.090 (0.797) 0.646 (0.647) 

m=5 0.950 (0.952) 0.104 (0.916) 0.090 (0.919) 0.693 (0.693) 

 

The numbers in parenthesis are results of [15]. 

 

The next example is dealing with dynamic analysis of a clamped combined shell (α=50
o
, 

L1=0.75m, L2=0.75m, R1=0.12m, t=1mm) under influence of internal static pressure. The 

shell thickness has been intentionally reduced here to properly highlight the initial stiffening 

effect. The frequencies obtained using the present model (Fig. 7) are validated by comparing 

with those calculated using an excessive number of ANSYS finite element “SHELL281 with 

option of PSTRES ON”, a very good agreement is achieved. Fig. 7 also shows the natural 

frequencies for the same structure under radial pressure with semi-vertex angle zero. 
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Fig. 7 - Natural frequencies of a combined shell 

The last example is carried out for a truncated conical shell (R/t=148, L/R=8.13, t=0.051in, 

α=5
o
, E=6.5×10

6
 psi, ν=0.29, ρs=8.33 ×10

-4
 lb.s

2
/in

4
, and M=3); simply supported at both 

ends and subjected to a supersonic flow. Fig. 8 shows the real and imaginary parts of 

eigenvalues as a function of the freestream static pressure. The results of the present method 

are compared with those of [13]. The real part of natural frequency coalescences into a single 

mode and dynamic instability occurs at the same freestream static pressure as in reference 

[13]. 

 

Fig. 8 - Frequency variation as a function of freestream static pressure at circumferential mode 

(n=6), (* Results of Sabri et al.) 
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CONCLUSION 

An efficient semi-analytical method has been developed for aeroelastic analysis of combined 

conical-cylindrical shells (empty, fluid-filled, and subjected to external supersonic flow). A 

combination of Sanders’ shell theory, the first-order-piston theory, and potential theory is 

used in deriving the equations of motion. The effect of various physical and geometrical 

parameters on structural dynamic stability is studied. Numerical results indicate that the 

flutter resistance is significantly affected in case of internally pressurized shells. Flutter 

boundary occurs at a lower dynamic pressure once the vertex angle decreases. The proposed 

method could present reliable results at less computational costs compare to commercial 

software. 
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